Abstract. We are interested in sheaf constructions in model-theory, so an attempt is made to unify and generalize the results to date, namely various forms of the Feferman-Vaught Theorem, positive decidability results, and constructions of model companions. The task is considerably simplified by introducing a new definition of sheaf constructions over Boolean spaces.
We start the paper by giving a new formulation in §1 of what sheaf constructions over Boolean spaces are-perhaps an appropriate name for our construction would be 'Boolean product'. In §2 we show that this construction is closely related to the formation of reduced products, in particular the universal Horn class generated by a class is the class of structures which can be embedded into the Boolean products of the given class. A specialized Boolean product operator F is indeed remarkably similar to reduced products, for in §3 it is shown that V preserves a sentence iff it is equivalent to a Horn sentence; and in §4 we take another look at Comer's version of the Feferman and Vaught Theorem (for sheaves) and show that it is the most general of those currently in use. Several model-theoretic results proved by Waszkiewicz and Weglorz for reduced limit powers have natural extensions to Boolean products as one also sees in §4.
In §5 we take a construction introduced by Arens and Kaplansky, which we call a filtered Boolean power, and show how to extend a translation introduced by Ershov to such structures-this translation is a considerable simplification of the Feferman and Vaught approach of §4. Then in §6 we prove the result which motivated us to look at the elementary properties of sheaf constructions, namely that countable Boolean products of finitely many finite structures with a finite language have a decidable theory. This generalizes Comer's results for monadic algebras and (xm = x)-rings, and Ershov's results for bounded Boolean powers.
The next section contains technical results needed for the study of model companions. Then in §8 it is shown that if a class ® has few existential w-types for n < w then the universal Horn class generated by ® has a model companion. An easy consequence of this is that the universal Horn class generated by finitely many finite structures always has a model companion. In §9 the sheaf representation theorem of Bulman-Fleming, Keimel and Werner, for discriminator varieties is used to show that a discriminator variety generated by an elementary class of simple algebras with a modelcomplete theory has an elementary class of algebraically closed members, and a model companion. Axiom systems are given as well as structure theorems for members of these classes. Also some examples of residually large varieties with decidable theories are constructed. Then in §10 the results of §9 are generalized to include the results of Macintyre and Comer on model-completeness for structures of sheaves. This paper is a considerable revision of preprints [7] .
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Varieties" at Berkeley in the Winter term of 1975-1976. 1 . The operators Va and P. For notational simplicity we use capital italic letters A, B, ... for structures as well as their universes. For most of the text we will consider only two types of first-order structures, namely Boolean algebras and structures for a given language L (involving possibly both function and relation symbols) with equality. When we speak of a structure we will mean a structure for L, and when we speak of a. formula we will mean a formula in the language L-unless explicitly stated otherwise. Out first-order logical symbols are V, &, -i, 3, V, -», <-», and finite conjuncts, respectively disjuncts, are denoted by &, respectively V-The Boolean algebra operations are V> A, -, 0, 1, where "-" is relative difference, and finite meets, respectively joins, will be denoted by f\, respectively \J. If I is a. set then P (I) denotes the Boolean algebra of subsets of /. A theory T is a deductively closed set of sentences. If ® is a class of structures then Th(S) is the theory of SÏ, i.e. the set of all sentences true of ®. We use = for elementary equivalence and -< for elementary substructure.
The reader needs to know only the elements of Stone duality between Boolean algebras and Boolean spaces (see [22] ). If B is a Boolean algebra let B* be the associated Boolean space of ultrafilters in B (with a basis of clopen sets of the form {% E B*\b E %}, where b E B); and if X is a Boolean space (i.e. a totally disconnected compact Hausdorff space) let X* be the Boolean algebra of clopen subsets of X. Then B is isomorphic to B** under the map b h» {% E B*\b E %}, and X is homeomorphic to A"** under xh> {Y E X*\x E Y}. We will use capital italic letters X, Y, . . . at the end of the alphabet for Boolean spaces (and closed subsets of Boolean spaces).
A structure A is a subdirect product of structures A¡, i E I, if (i) A is a subset of n,e//l" (ii) for any atomic formula $(w" . . . , um) and/,, . . . ,fm E A we have A H $(/,, . . . ,fm) iff A, 1= $(/,(/), . . . ,/"(/)) for i E I, and (iii) the projection maps m¡: EifE¡A¡ -» A¡ map A onto A¡ for /' G I. If A is a subdirect product of A¡ for i G I and $(h,, ..., um) is a formula then for/,, . . . ,/m Ĝ we define [*(/" . . . ,/JL to be {i E I\At K <*>(/,(/), . . . ,/"(/))}• Usually we will write just [$(/,, . . . ,/m)] because, if nothing else, the parameters /,,... ,/m will make it clear which structure is meant. If S is a class of structures, then A EF (S) means that there is a Boolean space X(A) and structures Ax in Ü for x E X(A) such that (1) A is a subdirect product of the Ax, (2") (Atomic Extension Property) for any atomic formula 4>(w,, . . . , um) and/,, . . . ,fm G A, [$(/,, . . . ,/m)] is a clopen subset of X(A), and (3) (Patchwork Property)1 for/, g G A and N a clopen subset of X(A) the function h defined by
ifxGX(A)-N, is in A ? Letting f\N denote the restriction of / to N, etc., we can also write h -Í\n U g\x(A)-N> a notation which we will use frequently. Note that if L is a language of algebras then we can replace the $(«,,... , um) in condition (2") by m, = u2, i.e. we require only that equalizers [/, = f2] be clopen. If in (2°) we replace "clopen" by "open" we obtain (up to isomorphism), with (1) and (3), exactly what is meant by "all structures of continuous sections of sheaves over Boolean spaces with stalks from S". This is discussed in detail in the Appendix.
There is an important restriction of r°, which we shall call P, obtained by replacing (2°) by the following:
(2e) (Elementary Extension Property) for every formula $(m" . . . , um) and /" ... ,fm G A, the set [<&(/" . . . ,/J] is a clopen subset of X(A). 2. Basic results on class operators. We will be interested in the following list of operators: I = closure under isomorphism, S = closure under substructure, S("<) = closure under elementary substructure, P = closure under direct product, Ps = closure under subdirect product, P;, = closure under reduced product (filter product), Pv = closure under ultraproduct, PLR = closure under limit reduced power, and PLU = closure under limit ultrapower. If O, and 02 are two class operators let O, < 02 be defined to mean 0,(®) C I02(®) for all ñ, and then O, = 02 means O, < 02 and 02 < O,.
If / G UifEIA¡ and <$ is a filter on P(I) then f/ty is the element of HjeiAj/ty corresponding to/. It will be convenient to abbreviate «,,..., um by u, /" . . . ,/m by / 4 ...,fmGAbyfGA, /,/¿D, . . . ,/"/<$ by //<$, a(/,), . . . , a(/J by a(/), and 3w, . . . 3um by 3m.
We need Los's Theorem on ultraproducts in the following, namely if % is an ul traf il ter on an index set /, $(m) is a formula, and/ is in H¡eIA¡, then IU/^/qi ►«*(//%) iff [*(/)] S %. Theorem 2.1. (a) I < P < P < P5 < SP, (b) PÄ < PP^, (c) PLR < rPLU, and (d) SPj, = SPPy = SPP^ -SPPj,.4
Proof, (a) (Obvious.) (b) Let the reduced product n/e/.í4//6D be given and define X to be the canonical epimorphism from P(I) to i'(/)/6D. Let Z be the Boolean space (P(I)/6^)* and define a from II,^,/^ into iL^tfLg/A/A-'^)) by o(//^)X^) =//A_1(%) for/ G n,-6/^,. Clearly a embeds ü,stA,/^) as a subdirect product of the II, e//4,/X "'(%), % G X, so we need to show that afJI/e/^,-/^) satisfies (2£) and (3) . Note that A~'(%) is an ultrafilter in P(I)
for %£I So let <I>(ü) be a formula and suppose/ G II, e//I,. Then, for % E I, we have % Gf^aC/yöD))] iff [$(/)] G A_1(%) (this is just tos's Theorem) iff [$(/)]/ty e % hence (2e) holds. Finally, let/, g G II,e/^" and let N be a clopen subset of X. Then, for some J Q I, N = {% E X\J/<$ G %,}. Let * = /fy U g\i-j. Since / Ç [/i = /] it follows that for <& E N,
This finishes the proof of (b); however we make note of the following result which will be used in the proof of Corollary 4.2. Let v be the canonical isomorphism from P(/)/<î> onto (P(I)/6^)** given by v(J/^) = (%6 (PCO/ßD)*!.//<$ G %}, for y G P(I). Then given a formula $(u) and parameters/G n,e/i4" ^G)]/^) = [$(<*(//<%))).
(c) If /I is a structure, / an index set, ^ a filter on / X /, and ^ a filter on /, then the limit power A'\^ is the substructure of A' given by {/G /*'|Ker(/) G f}, where Ker(/) = {</,/> G / X I\f(i) = /(/)} and the limit reduced power A1^ is the substructure of A'/ty given by {//^l/G ,4 'I^F}. If öD is an ultrafilter then A^\W is a limit ultrapower. Let P(I)\^ be {7 G Pi/)!/2 u (/ -J)2 E €}, and P(IW» = {//<?) |7 G P(/)|f}. Let X be the canonical epimorphism from P(I)\^ to 7j(./')ó¡)|<ÍF, and set X = (/»(/^f)*.
If % G * then A"'(%) is an ultrafilter in P(I)\&. For each % G A' let p(%) be a fixed ultrafilter in P(I) containing A " \Gli), and define a from Ai\<¥ into IIc^«^) by «(//<$)(%) = //p(%) for/ G A'\?. Again it is not difficult to verify that a embeds A^fê as a subdirect product of the Ap^'S, % E X, so we are left with showing that a(Al0\i$') satisfies (2e) and (3) .
Let <£(m) be a formula and let / be parameters from A'fê. Then, for This finishes the proof of (c), but we wish to note the following which will be used in the proof of Corollary 4.3. Let v be the canonical isomorphism from P(IU\$ onto (P(I)^)** defined by p(J/ty) = {% G (P(I)^)*\J/^ E %}, where/ G P(I)\^. Then, for any formula $(u) and
(d) We have SPÄ < SPP^ < SPP^ < S^P^ = SPP^ < SPÄ.
Now we have a good number of examples of Boolean products. Let us look at one more well-known construction, that of a bounded Boolean power. Let A be a structure and X a Boolean space. Then A [X]* is the substructure of the direct power A x with universe {/ G A x\f~ \a) E X* for a G A}. Clearly (1) and (3) where each 4>,^ is an atomic or the negation of an atomic formula, and for each /, I < i < k, at most one of $,"..., $in¡ is atomic, and the Q\, ■ ■■ , Q" are quantifiers. A Horn sentence is a Horn formula with no free variables. Thus we know that Horn sentences are preserved by P. On the other hand, if a sentence is preserved by P then PR < PP^ ensures that the sentence is preserved by PR, hence it is equivalent to a Horn sentence (see Theorem 6.2.5' of [10, p. 366]). This gives an alternate proof of the following result which appears in [38] . If $»(«,, . . . , mJ is a formula involving only the extra-logical symbols, the logical connectives, &, -\, and the quantifier 3 we will give an effective procedure to find a determining sequence ($*; SI',, . . . , SI',), where <ï>*(z,, . . . , z¡) is a formula in the language of Boolean algebras and SP,(i/i, • • • , um) is an L-formula, 1 < i < /: (a) Given i> we can effectively find a special determining sequence as above, and then effectively determine for which of the 0, it is true that Si i= -| 0,. Then Lemma 4.4 can be used to decide 4>. Remarks. (A) If Th(®) is decidable then Th(P(®)) is decidable as Tarski [35] has shown the theory of Boolean algebras is decidable.
(B) For any Si, Th(P(®)) = Th(PR(®)). It would be interesting to know whether each member of P (Si) is elementarily equivalent to a member of PÄ(®), and vice-versa.
(C) For any A and T,
Hence for any B G PS^'Py^) there is an I and <% such that B = A '/<% ; and thus the same holds for any B E PLR(A) (Waszkiewicz and Weglorz [38] ). 5. An Ershov translation for filtered Boolean powers. Ershov [19] discovered that when working with bounded Boolean powers of a finite structure the Feferman and Vaught translation could be replaced by an intuitively clearer and more direct technique. In this section we will give a generalization of this which will be used for the decidability result in §6.
Throughout this section we will let « be an arbitrary but fixed nonnegative integer. 932t(n) denotes the class of Boolean algebras expanded by « unary predicates Fx, . . . , Fn such that S21(n) satisfies "F¡ is a filter", 1 < ( < «, and 3E(n) denotes the class of sequences (A"0, . . . , Xn) where X0 is a Boolean space and Xx, . . . ,Xn are closed subsets of X0. We will conveniently abbreviate (X0, . . . , Xn) by X, and X* is the member of 932I(n) corresponding to X, i.e. AJ with the predicates Ft-, = { Y E X*\X,■ Ç Y}. From now on let A be a particular finite structure as described above, say A = {ax, . . . , ak).^\f f is a fundamental operation of arity m and /"...,
• . n f-l(aj C f~lx (aimJ whenever/I 1= f(a,v . . . , a¡J l= a¡m+¡; (1) and if r is a fundamental «z-ary relation of A then r(/,, ■ . . ,fm) holds
Also it is easy to see that for/ E A x" we have
Because of the finitary nature of (\}-(3) we will be able to show that: Proof. First we put $(«,, ...,«,) in a form <f>0(ux, . . . , «,), using only the two logical symbols Sheffer stroke | and the existential quantifier, such that all atomic formulas are of the form i(ux, . . . , «J = um+x, where f is a fundamental operation, or r(«,,... , um), where r is a fundamental relation, and ux, . . . , um+x are variables. Now we give a recursive procedure to define % and this will be Í». License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
Proof. The first assertion is clear. The second follows from the decidability of the theory of countable Boolean algebras with quantification over filters (Rabin [31] ). 6 . A decidability result for P^. For Si a class of structures let P^(R) be the class of A in P(R) such that X(A)* is a countable Boolean algebra. Theorem 6.1. Let Si be a finite collection of finite structures with L a finite language. Then T^(Si) has a decidable theory.
The core of the proof is to construct a finite structure H and an expansion H (say by Hx,..., H"), and to find a sentence 4> jn the language of 9331</,) such that, up to isomorphism, I^(R) and [H[X]*\X G 3E(Mn) and A"*i=4>} are the same classes, where 3^n) is the class of A" G 3E(n) such that A^ is countable. 7 Then, by Corollary 5.2, the theory of Tl(Si) is decidable.
So let Si = [Ax, . . . , Am), and let < be the embeddability partial-ordering on Si, i.e. A¡ < Aj iff there exists an embedding of A¡ into Ay Since the collection of finite L-structures has the joint embedding property and the amalgamation property we can find finite structures P" . . . , Pm and H such that (a) A-, is a substructure of P¡, 1 < i < m, (b) if Aj < A¡ then, given an embedding a : Aj-> P¡ there is an embedding ß: P¡-* Pj such that ß ° a is the identity map on Ay and (c) each P¡ can be embedded into H. For the rest of this proof let Px, . . . , Pm and H be fixed finite L-structures satisfying (a)-(c), and then let Hx, . . . ,Hn be a listing of all the substructures of H which are isomorphic to a member of Si. Define H to be the expansion of H by these substructures (as in §5). Now we are ready to define 4> as the sentence:
F,VFjn Fk.
Hk<ZH¡c\Hj
First we will show that if .fis in ^ and X* i= $, then H[X]* G I^ßSi). A"*N$ means Xx u • • • U Xn = X0 and, for 1 < /', / < n, X¡ n A} = U HkcH,nffXk. Consequently given x G X0 there is a smallest member (under C), say H¡y of Hx, ... ,H" such that x G X¡j and hence if x G X} then H¡ Q Hj. As the A,'s are closed subsets of X0 it follows that there is a clopen neighborhood Nx of x such that for 1 < j < n, Xj n Nx =5^0 implies x G X¡, hence H¡ C Hj. Applying compactness we can conclude that there are 7 Comer [13] developed this proof technique for monadic algebras. However, his definition of H was considerably complicated by requiring that it also be a monadic algebra. The simplification we are using is due to Werner. Also it should be noted that Comer used a version of the Feferman and Vaught translation rather than our §5. Let Xx: Aj -» Ax be an isomorphism for suitable A¡ G Si. Actually we will show, by downward induction on the < -rank of A¡, that for y E N there are embeddings ay : Ay -» P, with the desired property. This will suffice as P, can be embedded in H. Case c. Suppose Case (b) does not hold at x. Choose/,, . . . ,fm E A such that Ax = {/,(x), . . . ,fm(x)}, and define Dx and then N and the X^ as in Case (a). Then fox y E N we have Xxy : Ax^>Ay is an embedding. If for a given y G ./V the map X^ is not onto then, looking at a Dy one sees that there is a neighborhood of y for which Xxz is not onto for z in this neighborhood of v. Letting Y be the subset of N for which Xxy is onto, y G Y, we see that Y must be closed. For^ G Y define ay to be X~} °^'. Now N -Y is open and A(y4)* is a countable Boolean algebra, hence N -Y is a disjoint union of countably many clopen subsets. For y G N -Y the < -rank of A is higher than that of Ax, so by induction we have, for each y E N -Y, the conclusions of the lemma. Hence it follows that there is a countable sequence of pairwise disjoint clopen subsets Nk, k < u, with U k<aNk = N -Y, and for each Nk a family of maps ôy, y E Nk, such that the conclusion of the lemma holds, except that H is replaced by an appropriate P , with A¡ < An . Let e, : A¡ -> P, be the inclusion map. For y E Nk choose an embedding ¡Xy such that the following diagram commutes:
Then define ay to be j^rL. Thus, for y G N, ay(fj(y)) = ax(fj(x)).
To if % is of the form (ux, u2) E U then let % be [\/i<,<jfczii /\z2,] G V; and given % let 3 U% be 3 V%.
Then Corollary 5.2 can be changed to assert: 'if the theory of {X*\X G £)} with quantification over filters, is decidable, then the theory of {^[A"]*^ G g)) with quantification over closed relations is decidable'. Hence the conclusion of Theorem 6.1 can be strengthened to state: Then I^(®) has a decidable theory with quantification over closed relations. We presented essentially this form in the special case r^(S(®)), where Si is a class of algebras, in [7] and in Werner [42] , the emphasis in both cases being on discriminator varieties (see It is proved in Keimel and Werner [24] , for the case @ is finite, and in general in Bulman-Fleming and Werner [5] that for such 33, 33 = IP(@). (See §9 for our treatment of discriminator varieties.) Shortly after Comer [13] announced the decidability of residually finite varieties of monadic algebras Quackenbush pointed out that these are discriminator varieties. Subsequently Werner modified Comer's proof in order to include all residually finite discriminator varieties (those for which @ is finite), and this applies to (add residually finite for (a)) varieties of:
(a) cylindric algebras, (b) Post algebras, (c) Lukasiewicz algebras, (d) relatively complemented distributive lattices, and (e) commutative rings with unity satisfying xm = x, for any given m > 1. For complete details on these and other examples see Werner [42] . Using the stronger form of Theorem 6.1 mentioned in Remark 1 we announced (in slightly different words) [8] :
the first-order theory, with quantification over congruences, of the countable algebras in a residually finite discriminator variety is decidable.
Surprisingly this covers most of the equationally defined classes which are known to have a decidable theory, the most important examples being:
(1) Boolean algebras (Tarski [35] , 1949), (2) Remark 3. Arens and Kaplansky [1] showed that if R is a finite field (considered as a ring with unity) then every countable member of the variety generated by R is a filtered Boolean power of R. (Comer used this to prove (5).) We can derive this result by looking at the proof of Theorem 6.1 and letting H be R, the P, also equal R, and the Aj the various subfields of R. This particularly nice representation of Arens and Kaplansky can be generalized to any A which is infraprimal (see Werner [42] ).
Remark 4. Looking at the list of varieties with decidable theories given in Remark 2 we were struck by the fact that they are all residually small, i.e. they do not have arbitrarily large subdirectly irreducible members. However McKenzie soon proved that if one takes the variety generated by (u>, t), t being the ternary discriminator on to, then it is not residually small, but it does have a decidable theory. We will present further examples in §9.
Remark 5. Rubin [32] has proved that the theory of monadic algebras is not decidable. Let Si be the class of Boolean algebras with an additional unary Of course this is the result we use to prove Theorem 6.1. 9 As is well known, (1), (2) and (7) were originally proved by quantifier elimination (introduced by Skolem in 1919). Ershov proved (3) by combining (1) with Foster's Boolean power representation of Post-algebras. Ehrenfeucht used semi-models. operation c satisfying c(u) = 1 if u =£ 0, and c(0) = 0. Then the countable monadic algebras are just the countable members of IP(®), hence P^ does not preserve decidability (in contrast to P). 7 . The operators P^, T^, rg. In this section we define a generalization of the ultraproduct construction and use it to strengthen Theorem 2.1(d). This will be used in the study of model companions in the next three sections.
Suppose Aj E r(Si), for i E I, and % is an ultrafilter in II,e/A"04,)*. Proof, (a) Suppose A¡ G P(®) for i G 7 and that ty is a filter on P(7). Let A be the canonical map from llie,X(Aj)* onto n,e/Ar(^,)*/óD. (b) To see that P^ < P^, let X be the one-element Boolean space, and make use of the obvious isomorphism between II,e//l, and U.ieIA¡[X]* and the isomorphism between P(7) and (A"*)7. For the second inequality in (b) suppose Aj G P(Si) for i G 7, say A¡ is a subdirect product of Ax for x G A"(4), and let % be an ultrafilter in UietX(A,)*. Let 7' = {</", x>|/ G 7, x G X(A¡)}. Then the mapping ß from II,S//1, into n<1>>e/^4^ defined by ß(f)((i, x>) = /(/')(*) is an embedding. Let <¥ be an ultrafilter on P(7') extending {{</, x) G 7'|x G U(i))\U E %}, and let ßfll,^,)/^ be the <Hß CO/W).
We define the operator Pj to be the operator Pr (see §4) where T is the theory of atomless Boolean algebras. Clearly /1[C]* G 1^04), where C is the Cantor discontinuum (a well-known Boolean space).
Theorem 7.3. SPR = SI^S^^.
Proof. Since SPR = SPP^ (by Theorem 2.1(d)) we only need to verify that P < SPjS^Py.
So suppose n/6/4 is given. Since A¡ is in \S(A¡[C]*) it follows that UieIA, E 1SQl,elA,[C]*). Let X = (C*')*, and define a from n,e//l,.[Cr to n*exQlielA,[Cr/%) by <*(/)(%) = //<&. By Lemma 7. shown.
The following corollary is an addition to Theorem 4.5, and in particular it applies to 1^. (a) 7 is a model-complete theory iff for each 3> G En, « < w, there is a y E En such that T (-$ <-» -] ^.
(b) 7/ 7 « a« \/3-axiomatizable theory then 7 «as a moife/ companion iff the existentially closed models in T form an elementary class (in which case the theory of the existentially closed models in T is the model companion).
One of the key tools for analyzing existentially closed structures in this and the next section is the following result. Given a theory 7 let e"(7) = /c if, modulo 7, there are exactly A; inequivalent members of Pn. Lemma 8.3 . Given T let T = Th(I^3K ( 7)). 77ie« (a) e"(7) < to => e"(7") < <o,/or « < «, (b)e0(7) = 2=.£o(7') = 2. Theorem 8.4. Given T let T" = Th(SP*30^ (7)).
(a) If e"(T) < ufor n < w then T" has a model companion, and (b) // in addition e0(7) = 2 then the model companion is H0-categorical, provided the language is countable and T has a model with at least two elements in its universe.
Proof, (a) Let T = Th(r¡)9Jc ( 7)). From Theorem 7.3, 2K(7") = S2Tc(7').
Also, by Lemma 8.3 we have e"(7') < u for « < to, hence for $(û) G P" it is possible to choose <&*(v) G E" such that rvr^^Vf^í)
G P"|7V *(£)-> -i$(u)}. (b) Let 7* be the model companion of 7' (or equivalently of 7"). Since e"(T') < « for « < w it follows that e"(7*) < w for « < w as e"(T*) < en(T').
Modulo 7* every formula is equivalent to an existential formula (Lemma 8.1(a)), hence for each « < <o there are only finitely many «-types consistent with 7*, and since e0(7*) = 2 it follows that Th(7*) is complete. The condition that 7 have a model with at least two elements in it ensures that 7' has infinite models. So by Ryll-Nardzewski's result it follows that 7* is N0-categorical. 
\SPR(A) = \(A).
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Proof. From results to Mal'cev [29] we know that every algebra can be embedded into an ultraproduct of its finitely generated subalgebras, and since finitely generated subalgebras are subdirect products of finitely generated subdirectly irreducible algebras the result follows.
Combining Corollary 8.5 and Proposition 8.6 we can conclude that the following list of varieties have X0-categorical model companions: any variety generated by a finite lattice, Heyting algebra, or abelian group; the variety of semilattices with pseudo-complementation; any variety of monadic algebras (Comer [14] ), distributive lattices with pseudo-complementation, and relative Stone algebras. The reader will easily think of other examples. We do not know if there is a model companion for the theory of any variety generated by a finite algebra.
A natural question in this search for model companions is: when is Th(rfj(®)) model-complete? Some sufficient conditions are given in §9 and §10, but for now we can say that if Si = {A} and A is a finite structure with at least two elements, or Th(A) is countable, N0-categorical, and A is infinite, then from Theorem 4.5(f) it follows that Th(P](®)) is N0-categorical, hence if it is also V3-axiomatizable then by Lindström [25] it must be model-complete.
9. Discriminator varieties. In this section we take a brief look at discriminator varieties10 and develop most of the results needed for discriminator formulas in the next section. Recalling the definition of E" and P" in §8 let En+ be the positive formulas in En, and then define P"+ to be P" n E"+ (hence the members of P"+ are primitive positive). For 7 a theory of L-structures and A a model of 7, A is said to be algebraically closed in 7 if A N <S?(a) for every ®(v) G En+, « < u, and a G A such that some model B of 7 extending A satisfies $(ô). (Clearly it is enough to look only at the 4>(ü) in Pn+.)
For the remainder of this section we will assume that our language L is a language of algebras (i.e. a language without relation symbols), and that t is a new symbol for a ternary operation, the expanded language being L(t). If A is an algebra let A ' denote the expansion of A defined by:
and then for Si a class of L-algebras let ^ = {^4 '\A G Si}. Define n(ux, u2, vx, v2) to be the term t(t(ux, u2, «,), t(ux, u2, v2), v2). One easily checks that A' t= n(ux, u2, vx, v2) = w <r+ (ux = u2& ü, = w) V ("i ^ u2&v2 = w), A ' i= t(u, v, w) = n(u, v, w, u).
10 For a comprehensive treatment of discriminator varieties the reader is referred to Werner [42] .
From these definitions it is straightforward to verify: Proof. First use Lemma 9.1 to show that there is an atomic formula
In the first case let ^(wx, w2, m, v) be n(wx, w2, p(u, v), q(ü, v)) = p(u, v), and in the second case let it be n(p(u, v), q(u, v), wx, w2) = w2. Then, for bx, b2 G A, A' ^Qu^(bx, b2, u, a) iff 6, = b2 or A' \=Qu ^(u, a). Thus A i= Vw, \/w2Qu$(wx, w2, u, a) iff #A = XotA \=Qu^(ü,ä).
The next lemma shows that formulas in P"+ behave like atomic formulas with respect to P(®). "Another way of stating this result is that for A e V(ß) the natural embedding A -» xBXiAy^x 's pure. This was used by Bulman-Fleming and Werner to describe the equationally compact algebras in residually finite discriminator varieties in [5] . (Some properties of these algebras were known to Taylor [36] .) and if 2 is a set of universal sentences then IP(®'+) = ISP(®'+).
Proof. Since &+ t= 2* it is easy to see from Lemma t(f,g, h), t(g,f, k) ).
(c) This is straightforward.
(d) Since 9 -U </,,*>e9ö(«, A:) it follows from (a) that 9 Ç 0y. On the other
then, since [/^ g] is compact and the set
An important consequence of Lemma 9.6(d) is that every A G Si1 with #A > 1 is simple.
Next we give the representation theorem referred to in §6. Recall that \(Si) is the variety generated by Si. Up to polynomial equivalence the discriminator varieties are the V(Sil). [28] notes that from a finitely generated infinite group G one can construct a universal, complete, and model-complete theory 7G of algebras with finitely many unary operations, and no model of 7G has a one-element subalgebra. One can easily check that TG has a decidable theory iff G has a solvable word problem. For G a finitely generated infinite group with a solvable word problem let 2R(7C) be Si. From Theorem 9. Hence 9 = 9' n A2.
Lemma 9.10. Let Si be a class of algebras. If A, B E P(^) anda: A -> B is an embedding then for any x E X(A) such that #AX > 1 there is ay E X(B) for which ß: Ax -» B defined by ß(fx) = (af)(y),f E A, is an embedding.
Proof. Let 9{x] be as defined in Lemma 9.6(c), and let 9 = {(af, ag)\ (f, g>G 0{jc}}.Then 9 is a congruence on a(A), and by Lemma 9.9 there is a congruence 9' on B such that 9 = 9' n (olA)2. By Lemma 9. this is exactly what n asserts.
The next result was announced in [9] . Theorem 9.13. Let Si be an elementary class of algebras with a model-complete theory and let T = Th(V(®'))-7/20, respectively 2,, are axiom systems for T, respectively Th(®), where we assume the sentences in 2, are V3, then the following hold. , where c is as above and {b) is the particular one-element subalgebra of 73^ for/» and q. Then, for A G Six, the algebra A X WpqBpq is in Si2, and A can be embedded into this algebra. Thus ®2 is an elementary class (by Corollary 9.5) which is axiomatized by the proposed axioms for the model companion of 7, and such that V(^) = S(Si2). Since Th(®2) is axiomatizable by V3 sentences it follows that every existentially closed model of 7 must be in Si2.
On the other hand suppose A G T^(Si'+) is in Si2, and that 4>(ü) G Pn, f E A, and A is a subalgebra of 73 where 73 l= 7 and B i= 3>(/). Then we can If the language L has only finitely many operational symbols, if each member of Si has at most one one-element subalgebra, and if Th(Si) is complete then one can drop condition (ii) from part (c) as well as the corresponding axioms of the model companion.
(d) To obtain the algebraically and existentially closed models of T U {3u3v(u =£ v)) just add the requirement 3u3v(u =£ v) to the conditions in (a) and (b).
Proof. First note that in each of (a), (b), and (c) the classes described are such that every member of SP(®+) can be embedded in a member of them (use Theorem 9.13 and Lemma 10.1). From Lemma 10.5 one sees that these classes are elementary. The axioms presented for these classes are those given in Lemma 10.5 with the exception of #T (20) , where 20 is a set of axioms for Th(SP(®'+)); however this is no problem as we can deduce #T (20) Lipschitz and Saracino [26] were the first to use sheaf constructions to find the model companion of a theory. Subsequently this was generalized by Macintyre [27] using the notion of il positively model-complete theory, namely a theory 7 such that for every $ G E" there is a * £ En+ such that 7 i-i$<->t.
(Note that a theory 7 is positively model-complete iff it is model-complete and for every <ï> in E" there is a ¥ in 7s"+ such that T t-$ <-> ^.) An obvious limitation of this condition is that if Si is the class of models of a positively model-complete theory of algebras then no member of Si can properly contain a one-element subalgebra because there is a formula $ G E2 such that Si N u ¥= v <-» 3>(w, v). Later Comer [14] noted that Macintyre's conditions could be considerably simplified, and now we will show that Comer's theorem is a special case of Theorem 10.7(b), (d). For the time being we will only consider theories of algebras, and at the end of this section discuss some appropriate changes to handle languages with relation symbols. (ii) Th(®) includes axioms for nontrivial rings, and (iii) Th(S) includes a statement which says "there are exactly two idempotent elements in the ring".
Then Th(ro (Si) ) is model-complete.
For applications of Theorem 10.7 we have of course discriminator varieties (some of which were discussed in §6; this includes Comer's study of monadic algebras), the result of Lipschitz and Saracino which says that if Si is the class of algebraically closed fields in the language of rings with unity then Th(P](®)) is the model companion of the class of non trivial commutative rings with unity and without nonzero nilpotent elements, and the result of Macintyre which says that if Si is the class of linearly ordered real-closed fields in the language of /-rings with unity then Th(r^(^)) is the model companion of the class of nontrivial commutative /-rings with unity and no nonzero nilpotent elements. In the last two examples we have parallel results in the corresponding languages without unity by using Theorem 10.7(c), (d), namely we just delete the word 'unity' and replace T^ (Si) by the appropriate subclass of To(®+) as required by Theorem 10.7(c) (note that we can dispense with the condition (ii) of (c) in these two cases). Furthermore we can write down a system of axioms for the algebraically closed and existentially closed members of these classes, and give a reasonably good description of these members in terms of the T operators. To justify our claim for parallel results it suffices to note that the following formula t(u" . . . , vA) is a discriminator formula on any class of fields in the language +, -, -, 0 of rings: Finally we look briefly at languages with relation symbols. The first complication is the number of possible one-element structures, so let us just consider the case that there are no one-element structures in S(Si), where Si is an elementary class with a model-complete theory, and t is a discriminator formula for Si. (This will cover the cases considered by Macintyre and Comer.) Then to achieve an analogue of Lemma 9.2 one needs rather strong assumptions, for example the following two will do: To see how these are used suppose <ï> is an V3 sentence. First use (b) to put it in the form V3 /\ V ( -atomic), where the only negated atomic formulas are of the form p =£ q. Then use (a) to convert V( -atomic) subformula into an 3 A(-atomic) formula, where again the only negated atomic formulas are of the form p ¥= q. Finally use the / as in Lemma 9.2 to change the last sentence into an V3A(atomic) sentence $' such that for A G Si, A' N 5>' iff A N Q\ Then one has the conclusions of Theorem 10.7(a), (b), using 7 = Th(SP(®)), replacing Si+ by Si, and (Hü(®))+ by Ul(Si), and using 2', instead of 2*.
Appendix. A sheaf of L-structures is a triple S = (S, X, -n) where (a) 5 and X are topological spaces, (b) m: S -> X is a surjective local homeomorphism, (c) Sx -■ m~ '(x) is an L-structure (the stalk at x) for each x G X, (d) if f is a fundamental «-ary operation and S" is the subspace UxexS" of S", then f: S" -» S is a continuous map, and (e) if r is a fundamental «-ary relation and Xr is the characteristic function of r mapping S" to the two-element discrete space 2, then xT ' (1) is open.12
A global section of S is a continuous map a: X -> S such that a is the identity map on X. The structure of global sections y (S) is the substructure of Ux€:XSx whose universe consists of a the global sections of S. Lemma 1. Let S = (S, X, -n) be a sheaf of L-structures and suppose a is an element of UxeXSx. Then a G y(S) iff for each x G X there is an open subset Ux of S such that a(x) G Ux C a(X), and it restricted to Ux is a homeomorphism.
Proof. If for each x G X there is such a Ux then given x G X and any open neighborhood V of a(x) it follows that a~\V n Ux) = m(V n Ux), an open subset of A, so a is continuous. On the other hand if a is continuous then for x G A" choose Vx to be an open neighborhood of a(x) such that m restricted to Vx is a homeomorphism, and then let Ux = a ° o~x(Vx). Ux is open as it is a subset of Vx and ir(Ux) = o~\Vx), and clearly tr restricted to Ux is a homeomorphism.
From this lemma it is easy to obtain the following basic properties of y(S). N r(a,(x) , . . . , a"(x))} is open,
